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EUYF drawing pens Bright Permanent, for Coloring Art Markers for Kids Adults Coloring Book

High-quality materials: The markers are made of environmentally friendly materials. You don't have to worry about stains and spots, the ink dries quickly

and never fades. The ink is drawn seamlessly and smoothly, and the marking effect is even, increasing its artistic color.

Beautiful mix of colors: exquisite mix and match of various color markers, providing a variety of choices, colorful. Help you give full play to your

imagination and stimulate your creative inspiration.

Both beginners and professionals can use it easily, suitable for coloring marks and artistic drawing marks. It is a perfect gift for family, friends, teachers

and classmates on Christmas, Thanksgiving and other holidays.

After-sales service: We provide you with high-quality after-sales service and create a high-quality customer experience for you. We provide you with a

90-day product warranty. If you encounter any problems in use, please contact us in time, we will solve the problem for you as soon as possible.

Product Description

Gorgeous and bright

The colors are brilliant and colorful, giving you a wonderful painting marking effect.

Easy to choose colors

The color matches the hat, so you can find the color you want at a glance.

Art sign

Art painting, DIY creation, let you do whatever you want.

Fit palm

The pen is comfortable to hold, the pen body is wear-resistant, hard and durable.

Easy to carry

Equipped with bags to organize savings marks to avoid littering.

Manufacturer： EUYF 

Brand： EUYF 

Item Weight：1.66 pounds

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer：No

EUYF drawing pens Bright Permanent, for
Coloring Art Markers for Kids Adults Coloring
Book

$9.99

Qty 1

ADD TO CART  

Product Code: 8S-YOPN-44E3

Availability: In Stock

First Available: 2021-07-15

Brand: EUYF
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